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Debugging is one of the most time-consuming activities in program design. Work on automatic debugging
has received a great deal of attention and there are a number of symposiums dedicated to this ﬁeld.
Automatic debugging is usually invoked when a test fails in one situation, but succeeds in another. For
example, a test fails in one version of the program (or scheduler), but succeeds in another. Automatic
debugging searches for the smallest diﬀerence that causes the failure. This is very useful when working to
identify and ﬁx the root cause of the bug.
A new testing method instruments concurrent programs with schedule-modifying instructions to reveal
concurrent bugs. This method is designed to increase the probability of concurrent bugs (such as races,
deadlocks) appearing. This paper discusses integrating this new testing technology with automatic debug-
ging. Instead of just showing that a bug exists, we can pinpoint its location by ﬁnding the minimal set of
instrumentations that reveal the bug.
In addition to explaining a methodology for this integration, we show an AspectJ-based implementation.
We discuss the implementation in detail as it both demonstrates the advantage of the adaptability of open
source tools and how our speciﬁc change can be used for other testing tools.
Keywords: Interleaving, Multi-threading, Delta Debugging, Software Engineering, Testing and Debugging
1 Introduction and Motivation
The increasing popularity of concurrent Java programming—for the Internet as
well as the server side—has brought the issue of concurrent defect analysis to the
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forefront. Concurrent defects, such as unintentional race conditions or deadlocks,
are diﬃcult and expensive to uncover and analyze, and such faults often escape to
the ﬁeld. Production of multi-core processors is another trend that highlights the
need for testing and debugging of multi-threaded applications in the client space.
As a result, commercial enterprises such as Intel, IBM, and Microsoft are giving
increased attention to developing methodologies and tools for this domain.
Much research has been done on testing multi-threaded programs. Research has
examined data race detection [20], [21], [15]; replay in distributed and concurrent
contexts [4]; static analysis [23], [14], [7]; and the problem of generating diﬀerent
interleaving to reveal concurrent faults [8], [24]. Model checking [22], coverage
analysis [18], [9],[3], and cloning [13] are also techniques used to improve testing in
this domain.
In a previous paper [6], we demonstrated how to build a testing tool that ran-
domizes the interleaving on top of AspectJ. AspectJ implements aspect oriented
programming for the Java language. Using 12 lines of AspectJ, we created a testing
tool similar to ConTest [8], an IBM commercial tool that proved useful in ﬁnding
concurrent bugs. This kind of testing tool [8],[24] works by instrumenting locations
whose timing may impact the program result, such as access to global variables,
with randomly executed sleep statements. When we wanted to carry out a full
implementation of ConTest, we found that AspectJ was missing some features. Be-
cause AspectJ is open source, we claim that test tool makers can add the features
themselves without waiting for an AspectJ version that contains them.
In this paper, we describe our work on a new debugging tool that is based
on noise creation testing technology. Noise creation, in our context, is insertion
of delays, random or otherwise to modify the timing of the program under test.
Noise generation is very useful in ﬁnding intermittent bugs. Our tool looks for the
minimal set of noise that contains instrumentation that reveals the bug. If one or
several locations can be found where the instrumentation of noise reveals the bug,
the description of these locations can be very useful to developers. As expected, our
experiments found that it is valuable, in debugging, to know where a thread switch
causes a bug to be manifested. A diﬀerent approach [10] uses genetic algorithms.
In that work, instead of looking for the minimal set of changes, they searched for
the set of changes that yields the maximum likelihood of ﬁnding the bug.
The implementation and motivation for our tool are similar to those expressed
in a thread of papers on delta debugging (DD) [5], [25], [26]. In these papers, a
set of program changes is used to induce a bug, with the goal of ﬁnding a minimal
subset. The set of changes comes from the diﬀerence between two program versions:
the old one that works and the new one that contains a bug. In this paper, the set
of changes that induces bugs is calculated automatically using testing instrumen-
tation technology and is not related to user program changes. Due to the diﬀerent
requirements, we implement a slightly diﬀerent DD algorithm using AspectJ and
explain its advantages. The implementation entails the writing of aspects and tool
code, along with a modiﬁcation of AspectJ.
This work is part of initial studies in SHADOWS, an EU project whose goal is to
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create technology for self-healing. For intermittent bugs that depend on speciﬁc in-
terleaving, it may be possible to automatically detect and remove the bug-causing
interleaving. While the work is not yet mature, we believe that it is interesting
due to the following contributions: we show, at least on small programs, that the
combination of a DD technique and testing via noise generation yields a practi-
cal concurrent debugging technique. We show a new DD algorithm that, in some
scenarios, is better than those found in the literature. In addition, the actual imple-
mentation is detailed, which includes modiﬁcations to AspectJ that can be applied
to other applications.
2 Related work
Debugging is one of the most common activities in the development of computer
programs and much thought has been given to its automation. In concurrent pro-
gramming, which is one of the domains studied, the same test may sometimes fail
and sometimes succeed. In [5], DD found places in the interleaving that were indica-
tive of failure. These locations were identiﬁed using a replay tool called DEJAVU,
used on a special deterministic JVM. In regression testing, a new version of the
program is examined to see if it contains bugs. Once a test ﬁnds a bug, the goal of
automatic debugging is to ﬁnd a minimal subset of the changes required to produce
the bug. An example of this can be seen in [25], where two versions of the program
exist—one that works and another that has a bug. The diﬀerence between these
programs is 178,000 lines of code. Using DD, the single line that caused the bug
was automatically pinpointed.
Similar ideas are applied in another domain where the test is reduced to the es-
sential part required to display the bug [26]. DD is useful in reducing the number of
bug reports and for understanding the core requirement of this bug. The algorithms
used in these applications can be found in [25] where it is used to ﬁnd a group of
changes, provided that monotonicity and consistency are guaranteed. This is gener-
ally a problem when testing multi-threaded applications, when the execution of the
same test may give diﬀerent results. This problem can be avoided by using replay
on a deterministic JVM.
The testing of multi-threaded applications by inserting schedule-modifying state-
ments (”noise”), such as sleep and yield, has been studied [8], [24]. This is an ef-
fective technique for ﬁnding out whether a bug exists, but it does not look for the
root cause of the bug. Studies have been done to ﬁnd the correct point at which to
insert noise [2]. These studies found that noise in many places is not as eﬀective in
ﬁnding bugs as inserting noise in a few correct places. This means that too much
noise may mask the bug, or that the problem is non-monotonic using the deﬁnitions
of [25].
Studies on bug patterns in multi-threaded programs [12],[17] reveal that most
bug patterns can be exposed using very few instrumentation points, and sometimes
only one. However, the instrumented noise must be non-deterministic, i.e., noise
that does not impact the interleaving every time it is executed. This requirement
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means the testing must check whether the noise is in the correct place and is itself
non-deterministic. Sometimes, even if the noise is in the correct place, it fails to
produce the bug.
We implemented our work using AspectJ, an aspect-oriented extension to Java.
With just a few new constructs, AspectJ can extend Java to provide support for
the modular implementation of a range of cross-cutting concerns [19]. Dynamic
cross-cutting makes it possible to deﬁne additional implementations that run at
certain well-deﬁned points in the execution of the program. Static cross-cutting
makes it possible to deﬁne new operations on existing types. Dynamic cross-cutting
in AspectJ is based on a small but powerful set of constructs: join points are well-
deﬁned points in the execution of the program; pointcuts are a means of referring to
collections of join points and certain values at those join points; advices are method-
like constructs used to deﬁne additional behavior at join points; and aspects are
units of modular cross-cutting implementation, composed of pointcuts, advices, and
ordinary Java member declarations. We use dynamic cross-cutting to implement
the features of ConTest using AspectJ, in a manner similar to that used by the
ConTest instrumentor [16].
In AspectJ, pointcuts pick out certain join points in the program ﬂow. For
example, the pointcut call (void Point.setX(int)) picks out each join point that is
a call to a method with the signature void Point.setX(int) (i.e., Point’s void setX
method with a single int parameter). A pointcut can be built out of other pointcuts
with and, or, and not [1]. AspectJ also lets you deﬁne pointcuts using wildcards.
For example, set(* *) deﬁnes the assignments to all the variables in the program.
Pointcuts pick out join points, but don’t do anything else.
We use advices to implement crosscutting behavior. An advice brings together
a pointcut to pick out join points and a body of code to run at each of those join
points. AspectJ has several diﬀerent kinds of advice. ”‘Before advice”’ runs as
a join point is reached, before the program proceeds with the join point. ”‘After
advice”’ runs after the program proceeds with that join point. ”Around advice”
on a join point runs as the join point is reached [1]. The pointcut and the advice
type deﬁne where the instrumentation is done and the advice body deﬁnes what is
actually instrumented.
3 Algorithms
This section describes the algorithms we use to ﬁnd the minimal amount of instru-
mentation needed to uncover the bug. First, we have to deal with the fact that the
bugs are not deterministic. If execution succeeds (i.e., if it ﬁnds the bug), it does
not necessarily mean that the instrumentation is in the correct location, since the
bug would be found anyway with some degree of probability. When execution fails
to ﬁnd the bug, it does not necessarily mean that the instrumentation is not in the
correct place, for two reasons. As discussed earlier, the instrumentation must be
activated with probability, and in this execution it may have been activated at the
wrong time or not activated at all. Additionally, there may be other thread switches
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in places that were not instrumented that mask the bug. We deal with each of these
problems separately. The tests we chose for debugging are those in which we ﬁnd
bugs by inserting noise but do not ﬁnd bugs if no noise is added. When looking
only at such tests, there is only a small likelihood of the test ﬁnding the bug if
the instrumentation is in the wrong place. The disadvantage of this approach is
that ”easy” bugs that appear even when no noise is used cannot automatically be
debugged. We do not have a solution for the numerous cases where the appearance
of the bug is common, but ﬁnding the root cause of the bug is hard. We address
the fact that even correct instrumentation may not produce the bug every time
by running each test multiple times and seeing if the bug appears in any of the
executions. The number of times the test must be executed depends on how well
the bug is hidden. This number can be ﬁne-tuned once the bug is found. From our
experience, between 10 and 30 executions is usually suﬃcient.
Let s1, s2...sn ∈ S be the set of possible program changes. Program changes are
selected so that each change may reveal an existing bug but does not create a new
bug in the program. Such changes have to be carefully implemented. The theory and
practice of how such changes can be applied to Java programs is explained in [8], [24].
It is possible that a change, denoted as a bad change, hides an existing bug. If bad
changes exist, ﬁnding a minimal set of changes becomes more diﬃcult. Our current
work shows that this is very likely. A set of changes is monotonic if, for every set
that ﬁnds bugs, all its supersets also ﬁnd bugs [25]. The existence of interrelations
between instrumentations may cause our problem to be non-monotonic.
A very important issue is the expected size of F , which is the minimal group of
changes needed to reveal a bug. Studies on bug patterns [12],[17] have shown that
F is generally very small and is often a singleton. Finding a singleton is very easy.
The simplest algorithm we use creates |n| mutations of the program, each created
with a single addition of a sleep statement, and then checks which mutation ﬁnds
the bug. The advantages of this trivial algorithm are its simplicity and the fact that
it is oblivious to the existence of bad changes. A disadvantage is its complexity, as
the number of possible changes is linear in S. The number of changes from which
we select is dominated by the number of accesses to global variables in the ﬁles that
contain synchronization elements; this turns out to be about the number of lines
of code divided by ﬁve in the program we viewed (mainly industrial middleware
programs). The second disadvantage is that this algorithm only works if the set of
changes is a singleton. If more than one change is necessary, this algorithm fails.
To alleviate the complexity problem, a second algorithm was implemented to
perform a search. To search, we need to perform queries on sets of elements. We
use query Q, which receives s ⊂ S and returns Yes if F ⊂ s and No otherwise (i.e.,
∃x ∈ F, x /∈ s).
At each stage in this algorithm we apply half of the remaining changes. If a bug
is found, we continue with that half, and if not, we continue with the other. The
complexity of this algorithm is log(n), which is very good; however, it is still limited
to a singleton solution. If the solution is not a singleton, then the half we choose
may contain a subset of the changes, in which case we continue with the other half
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and not ﬁnd a solution. If the problem is non-monotonic, the search algorithm may
not work since not ﬁnding the bug does not mean that the solution is not included
in the set.
We set out to devise an algorithm that is optimized to search for small sets as we
expect most of the solutions to be small. Another advantage of the algorithm is that
every query has a relatively small number of changes. This property is desirable
for eﬃciency, as every instrumentation incurs costs in runtime and accuracy. We
have seen [2] that a program with more instrumentations is less likely to exhibit
the bug than a program that uses less instrumentation but has it in the correct
places. Having less instrumentation is also beneﬁcial from a performance point of
view. Due to the existence of bad instrumentation and the non-monotonicity of
the problem, the less instrumentation we have, the less likely we are to face these
problems, assuming, of course, the right instrumentation.
DD is a well-known algorithm for searching for sets of changes. The DD algo-
rithm suggested in [25] works as follows: start with two sets c ⊂ c′, such that the
program works with c and does not work with c′. Start with c as the empty set and
c′ as the full set of changes that ﬁnds the bug. Then, roughly divide the changes in
c′ in two. If testing with the ﬁrst part yields the bug, continue recursively with that
part. If not, try the second part. If that part yields the bug, continue recursively.
Otherwise a subset of the solution must be in the ﬁrst part and another subset in
the second part. Continue recursively searching the ﬁrst part, while implementing
all the changes from the second. At the same time, search the second part while
implementing all the changes to the ﬁrst. The minimal solution is the union of the
two searches. Figure 1(a) [25] describes the search for a minimal subset using this
algorithm. Aside from being very simple and proven in practice, the algorithm also
lends itself to parallelism. When a search is split, the two parts of the search are
independent and can be done in parallel. Given enough processors, the complexity
of the algorithm is logarithmic in the number of changes investigated. It is suﬃ-
cient to have the number of processors equal to the number of changes found. This
number is usually very small.
(a) Delta Debugging (b) Modiﬁed Delta Debugging
Fig. 1. Delta debugging and modiﬁed delta debugging
As stated above, for our application, it is desirable to keep the number of changes
in each test as small as possible. The DD algorithm in [25] can be modiﬁed to a
sequential algorithm that requires less changes. If all the changes are in part a
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or part b, there is no change. If the changes are in both a and b, search for the
relevant changes in part a (as before). Next, search for the relevant changes in part
b, while holding only the relevant changes in part a (as opposed to holding all the
changes). While the algorithm can no longer be parallelized, it is more eﬃcient for
our application when run on a single processor.
In the experiments we used the BinarySet algorithm which is better than the
modiﬁed DD and is implemented using the following procedure:
(i) Arbitrarily assign to the modiﬁcation numbers from 1 to N.
(ii) Create a set S of instrumentation, which is the output of the process, and
initialize it with the empty set.
(iii) Create an index I equal to the index of the last found instrumentation point
and initialize it with N.
(iv) Repeat until S is a solution (i.e., ﬁnds a bug).
(a) Use a binary search to look for the smallest K in 1 ... I, such that Q(1 ...
K-1∪S) does not ﬁnd the bug and Q(1 ... K ∪S) does.
(b) Set I to K-1.
(c) Add K to S.
Example 3.1
1 .. 100 are the possible modifications.
F = {1, 20, 40, 60}
Look for the one with the largest index
Q(1..50) replies No as there is one outside (60)
Q(1..75) replies Yes
and so forth.
.... until we find it is 60
add the 60th modification to S, change I to 59
S is still not a solution, continue
Start looking for the second one
Q(1..30, 60) replies No (because of 40)
Q(1..45,60) replies Yes
and so forth.
... until we find it is 40
add the 40th modification to S, change I to 39
When S becomes a solution (we find F), we are done
This algorithm is slightly better than our modiﬁcation of the DD algorithm.
To ﬁnd a singleton (if we do not know that the reply is a singleton), the average
complexity of the DD algorithm is 1.5log(N). This is because every time we check,
we choose with 50 percent probability in the ﬁrst try and with 50 percent in the
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second. Roughly the same calculation holds when the solution is a small number of
changes. Another advantage is that our queries, on average, have a smaller amount
of instrumentation.
4 Implementation
We used several sub-components to implement our solution. These components
perform the following actions:
• Extracts the set S of all possible locations where we may want to add noise. (see
[8] as to where this should be done)
• Instruments noise at any subset s ⊂ S.
• Determines if a program, with noise applied to s ⊂ S, displays a concurrent bug.
The following sections review these sub-components and explain how we imple-
mented them.
4.1 Extracting the initial set of possible changes
Our technique uses AspectJ to extract the set of all possible locations to which
noise can be added. AspectJ’s compiler uses the -showWeaveInfo option to print
out information on all the pointcuts that were advised. The information is presented
in the following format:
Type ’Test’ (Test.java:46) advised by
before advice from ’Initial’ (Initial.java:9)
We extract all possible variable sets and gets in a certain program by using the
-showWeaveInfo option in AspectJ’s compiler with the following aspect:
import java.util.*;
public aspect Initial extends Thread{
pointcut noiseVictim():(
(get(* *) || set (* *)) &&
within(!Initial)
);
private static Random rand = new Random();
before(): noiseVictim() {
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This is the same aspect used to instrument noise in [6]. For our purpose, the
advice itself is not important; the important part is getting all the locations.
4.2 Applying a subset of the changes to a program
The information retrieved by -showWeaveInfo prints out locations as pairs of class
name and line number. The problem we faced was that AspectJ’s pointcuts do not
support a speciﬁc line number to advise. Hence, there is no way to tell AspectJ to
instrument at a speciﬁc line number. The good news is that AspectJ is open source
and we were able to alter a pointcut type to allow instrumentation of speciﬁc line
numbers. We changed the ”Within” pointcut, so it receives two parameters, a type
pattern and a line number, with (0) denoting a wildcard line number. Take, for
example, a program with a class called ClassA, which has access to a variable at
lines 1, 2, and 3. To instrument lines 2 and 3, we create an aspect as follows:
import java.util.*;
public aspect NoiseAspect extends Thread{
pointcut noiseVictem():(





private static Random rand = new Random();
before(): noiseVictem() {






Weaving this aspect into the debugged program adds noise to lines 2 and 3 of
ClassA.
A few modiﬁcations were required to add this change to AspectJ:
• Changes to the WithinPointcut class
· Its constructor now receives two parameters; a type, as it did before, and a line
number. The line number is kept in a private data member.
· The methods ”matchInternal” and ”match”, which check if a certain pattern is
matched, now also check for line number matching.
· The method ”fastMatch” can no longer be used for pattern matching because
FastMatchInfo doesn’t keep line numbers. We decided not to ﬁx this and now
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fastMatch returns FuzzyBoolean.MAYBE;.
· The ”equals” method now tests for line number in addition to type patterns.
· The ”write” and ”read” methods, which are used for serialization, were changed
to keep the line number in addition to the type pattern.
· The PatternParser class now expects a second argument for WithinPointcut, from
which it creates a new WithinPointcut object using our new constructor.
To determine whether a program that was instrumented at a subset of all
locations reveals the bug, we execute the program a number of times. If the bug
appears more than a speciﬁed threshold of times, we declare it successful.
4.3 Putting it all together
We start with a program that contains a bug that doesn’t appear when the
program is run normally, but appears when instrumented with noise. We ﬁrst
retrieve the set of all possible locations that can be instrumented with noise. We
then apply one of the search algorithms described in the previous section. In each
iteration, for a given subset of all possible locations, we create an aspect for the
speciﬁc subset, weave it into the debugged program with our altered version of
AspectJ, and then test to see if the bug appears enough times. We then move on
to the next iteration.
5 Experiments
We conducted several experiments to show the feasibility of our approach, mainly
on code taken from the concurrent bugs benchmark [11]. We illustrate the ap-
proach using synthetic programs created for this work and a program from Sun
that demonstrates concurrent issues. For each program, we examine the perfor-
mance of each search algorithm described in Section 3.
5.1 Increment operator
In Java, the increment operator is not atomic. A common fault is to consider it
as such, as demonstrated by the following program:
01. public class Atomic extends Thread {
02.
03. private static long sharedVariable=0;
04.
05. public Atomic () {
06. }
07.
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13. public static void main ( String[] args )
throws InterruptedException {
14. Atomic a1 = new Atomic();





20. System.out.println ( sharedVariable );
21. }
22.}
This program has a bug in line 9. For this program to work properly, we
should have added a synchronization around the increment operator. When we
ran our tool on this program, all three search algorithms reported line 9 as the
problematic one. This program has three program locations that are candidates
for instrumentation—lines 3, 9, and 20. Table 1 shows the number of iterations
it took for each search algorithm to reveal the location of the bug. The binary
search worked best, as expected. The binary set search algorithm required an
extra iteration. This is because after each location was discovered, it checked if
it has found a minimal subset or if more searching is needed. This check cost an
extra iteration.





Number of iterations needed to discover the bug location for the atomic program
5.2 Bank simulator
This program, created by Sun to show concurrent problems, simulates a bank with
several customers. Each customer can decide to deposit or withdraw a certain
amount of money at random from their respective bank accounts. The bank
maintains the balance of all accounts and of the bank itself. The bank balance is
the sum of all accounts. In this program, the programmer keeps a variable for the
bank balance and an array of balances for the customers. Each time a customer
performs an operation, both the bank balance and the customer’s balance are
updated. The bug is that this update is not done atomically. The program has
29 possible noise locations. Table 2 shows that the binary search was the most
eﬀective for this program. All the search algorithms pointed to line 78 of the
bank class.
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...
76. public static void Service(int id,int sum){
77. accounts[id].Balance += sum;
78. Bank_Total += sum;
79. }
...





Number of iterations needed to discover the bug location for the bank simulation program
On average, we expect the number of iterations of the linear search to be half
the instrumented locations. In this example, it happened to be the last location
in the program which is the reason we had so many iterations but even half the
number of locations is signiﬁcantly more than a log.
5.3 Interaction between two locations
We synthesized a short program in which one location is not enough to reveal the
bug. We chose this program because its entire code can be shown here. We have
seen quite a few examples in the ﬁeld where one location is not enough.
01. public class TwoChanges extends Thread {
02.
03. private int mode;
04.
05. private static int x=1;
06. private static int z=4;
07.
08. public TwoChanges ( int mode ) {
09. this.mode = mode;
10. }
11.
12. public void run () {
13. if (mode==0) {
14. for (int i=0; i<10000; ++i) {
15. if (x != 0){
16. try{
17. z = 5/x;
18. } catch (Exception e)
{System.out.println("bug");}
19. }













32. public static void main ( String[] args )
33. throws InterruptedException {
34. TwoChanges a1 = new TwoChanges(0);






41. System.out.println ( z );
42. }
43.}
Interleaving that goes through line 26 and then line 17 is required for the bug
to appear in this program. Therefore, adding noise in one of those two locations
is not enough. If we only add it in line 26, line 15 protects the bug. If we only
add it in line 17, there is little chance the scheduler will choose to perform a
context switch in line 26. This program has 11 possible locations at which noise
can be added. As expected, both algorithms that attempt to ﬁnd a single location
failed. The set detected by the binary set search included lines 17 and 27, and was
found after eight iterations. The linear search had to review all possible locations
to conclude that it failed, while the binary search needed only two iterations to
arrive at the same conclusion.
6 Conclusions and Future Work
This paper contains three contributions: a technique for pinpointing the location
of concurrent faults, a new delta debugging algorithm, and a modiﬁcation of
AspectJ that enables the implementation of more testing technologies.
The technique for automatically locating the relevant concurrent faults is a
step towards automatically ﬁxing concurrent bugs. In previous work, we exposed
existing bugs and studied bug patterns. After pinpointing the bug location, the
next step is to suggest a ﬁx. This goal is still far from being attained, especially
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in the unsupervised mode, but we believe the work shown in this paper is an
important step in the right direction.
To achieve our goal, we developed a new DD algorithm. This algorithm is
superior for our implementation and may be of further use to other applications.
Traditional DD algorithms can easily take advantage of parallel computing. Dif-
ferent usage scenarios lend themselves to diﬀerent algorithms.
We are now performing experiments on real applications. The key point is the
question of monotonicity. If, in practice, the problem proves to be monotonic,
then the algorithms suggested in this paper have practical applications. Even
if there are 100,000 instrumentation points, due to the logarithmic nature of
the algorithm and the use scenario the running time will be reasonable. If the
problem turns out to be non-monotonic, then alternative search techniques will
be necessary.
Another problem is that even if the bug can be seen, the probability of exposing
it depend on the instrumentation points chosen. If it goes down bellow a certain
threshold it will be very hard to detect it. To ﬁnd the bugs automatically many
tests need to be run. It will take longer on long running tests. Deadlocks can also
be found using this technique as the tests that ﬁnd them use timeouts or look for
circular lock probability.
In our previous work [6], we saw that AspectJ can be used for testing but fell
short in fulﬁlling the needs of ConTest [9] because some features were missing. In
this paper, we took advantage of the fact that AspectJ is an open source tool and
altered it to meet our needs. Performing our changes to AspectJ was relatively
simple, since it is well written and easy to comprehend. Using our altered version
of AspectJ, we were able to implement our tool to its fullest extent. The change we
made is useful for a number of other testing tools, for example when performing
coverage measurement and aiming to reduce the performance impact. Coverage
measurement is usually done by instrumenting the code and measuring which
instrumentation points were executed. The main performance impact is due to
the commonly executed instrumentations. After each test, removing the instru-
mentation points that were executed results in very good performance. Creating
such coverage tools with AspectJ is now feasible due to our enhancement.
It is clear to us that AspectJ is a very powerful solution for academic purposes.
When creating an industrial strength tool, some changes must be made to AspectJ
for all the features to work. A speciﬁc study, based on the requirements, will be
needed for each industrial tool to check if AspectJ is suitable.
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